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1. The following indications appeared on record concerning:

- [x] the applicant
- [ ] the inventor
- [ ] the agent
- [ ] the common representative

Name and Address
GLOBAL BIOENERGIES SA
5, rue Henri Desbruyères
91000 Evry
France

State of Nationality: FR
State of Residence: FR

Telephone No.
Facsimile No.
E-mail address

2. The International Bureau hereby notifies the applicant that the following change has been recorded concerning:

- [x] the name
- [ ] the address
- [ ] the nationality
- [ ] the residence

Name and Address
GLOBAL BIOENERGIES
5, rue Henri Desbruyères
91000 Evry
France

State of Nationality: FR
State of Residence: FR

Telephone No.
Facsimile No.
E-mail address
- [ ] Notifications by e-mail authorized

3. Further observations, if necessary:

4. A copy of this notification has been sent to:

- [x] the receiving Office
- [x] the International Searching Authority
- [ ] the Authority(ies) specified for supplementary search
- [ ] the International Preliminary Examining Authority
- [ ] the designated Offices concerned
- [ ] the elected Offices concerned
- [ ] other:

The International Bureau of WIPO
34, chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

Authorized officer
Rochaix Thomas

e-mail pct.team5@wipo.int
Telephone No. +41 22 338 74 05

Facsimile No. +41 22 338 89 75
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